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5th May 2020 

Dear Parents / Carers 

I hope this finds you all well. We have all got into a new way of living and working now but please know if your family is struggling for whatever                              

reason during this period, and you think the school can help in any way, please contact us and we will do whatever we can to help.  

This feels an even more unusual week for everyone as this Friday is a Bank holiday. Our initial plans to mark the weekend have changed now                          

but whatever you do I hope it's a special time for you all, at least the weather looks kind. We are not expecting any work to be done by your                              

children or our staff on Friday and our base school remains closed for the day. Despite not attending school, many people have described                       

how a change of routine at weekends has proven important in trying to retain some structure to the week, and recognising Bank holidays as                        

days of rest from school work are just as important so please enjoy it.  

There are a couple of things to bring to your attention this week:- 

Home learning 

Please be reminded that we are really keen for the home schooling you are supporting to be manageable, and to not become a negative                        

experience for all. Keep encouraging some kind of work each day. 1 to 2 hours maybe is a realistic target, and try to encourage some reading,                          

writing and maths skills. If your children can come back to school being able to tell the time, knowing their times tables and having good                         

scissor control for example, that would be fantastic. I hope you enjoyed and found useful the audio story sent earlier this week from                       

http://www.nosycrow.com/ Many of you are finding the BBC Bitesize home learning helpful, which is great. 

As teachers, we are finding this to be a really challenging time from a workload point of view. I have asked staff to prioritise their home life first                            

and then do what they are reasonably able to do. Please know our teachers have varied home settings and we should not compare what                        

individual teachers can offer to their pupils during this tricky time. We are fully supportive of our teachers individually. 

Phased return to school? 

You will no doubt see in the media that a return some time later in the term is being suggested, possibly from June. It also seems likely, from                            

what we are hearing, that this return will be phased in some way. At this point we really cannot say what this will look like yet, and indeed I                             

cannot quite see how social distancing will work effectively with any more than a relatively small number of pupils in school at any one time.                         

We have struggled with the few children we have in school now. The little ones simply can't do social distancing; they just don't think about it.                          

I have also asked our LA what will happen for our pupils who arrive by bus/taxi, as how can pupils on a coach stay two metres away from                            

each other? Which for our schools will in itself present quite a challenge.  

Equally, the physical, mental and economic health of our community is just as big a concern; I think we have to trust those above us to make                           

the right decisions at the right time, and then focus on our own roles within the bigger picture. Like you I will listen carefully to the Sunday                           

broadcast and risk assess from thereon.  

I have heard from a few parents of children who are classed as vulnerable, for example they have a special need, who have expressed                        

concern that a staggered return to school this side of the summer break may not be suitable for their child. Once we know the way forward we                           
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will be in touch with you to discuss your child's personal circumstance at this time and we can write a risk assessment together to help put                          

suitable provision in place for your child, whatever that might be, until full time school resumes. 

Regards to you all and thank you for your support 

Ms P Jones 

Executive Head teacher of Flourish Federation 

  

 

 

 
 


